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An Autumn's Tale - Wikipedia An Autumn's Tale is a 1987 Hong Kong romantic drama film set in New York City starring Chow Yun-fat, Cherie Chung, and Danny
Chan. The film is Mabel Cheung's second directorial effort after her "migration trilogy." The film won the Hong Kong Film Award for Best Film. An Autumn's Tale
(1987) - Rotten Tomatoes In this film, Hong Kong-born Cheri Chung, aspiring to an acting career, heads for New York. Also in the Big Apple is Cheri's boyfriend,
who has thrown her over in favor of a homosexual relationship. Autumn | Definition of Autumn by Merriam-Webster Autumn definition is - the season between
summer and winter comprising in the northern hemisphere usually the months of September, October, and November or as reckoned astronomically extending from
the September equinox to the December solstice â€”called also fall. How to use autumn in a sentence.

An Autumn Kitchen | Edith & Evelyn For Autumn, I filled it with faux and dried hydrangeas, moss balls, and velvet pumpkins. This is such an effortless way to
decorate without a lot of fuss. This is such an effortless way to decorate without a lot of fuss. An Autumn's Tale (1987) | Netflix US Some commentators say that An
Autumnâ€™s Tale (1987) is a good movie, although some of them say that An Autumnâ€™s Tale (1987) is a bad movie. However, it is impossible to evaluate good
or bad before Watch An Autumnâ€™s Tale (1987) Full Movie. An Ode To Autumn | Wisconsin Life She teases us, autumn does, with her fleeting beauty. â€œTake
my hand,â€• she whispers through the rustling leaves. So we do and we dance amidst the blazing landscape, leaving our cares and worries behind, if only for a while.

Autumn Quotes (419 quotes) â€œAt no other time (than autumn) does the earth let itself be inhaled in one smell, the ripe earth; in a smell that is in no way inferior to
the smell of the sea, bitter where it borders on taste, and more honeysweet where you feel it touching the first sounds. An Autumn Escape To France's Hilltop Wine
Towns The Romans used this word for happiness, and it's the namesake for Gigondas. Gigondas wines to try: Domaine La BouÃ¯ssiÃ¨re Gigondas 2015 is an
excellent expression of the great vintage of 2015. Autumn - Wikipedia Autumn, also known as fall in North American English, is one of the four temperate seasons.
Autumn marks the transition from summer to winter , in September ( Northern Hemisphere ) or March ( Southern Hemisphere ), when the duration of daylight
becomes noticeably shorter and the temperature cools down considerably.
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